STEPPING OUT
Marianka Swain discusses
making your competitive debut

THE SAME-SEX
DANCE SCENE

“We went along to as
with equality in mind,
rather than emulating many group classes
mainstream couples.” as our schedules
would allow. As we
Coach Lemington
’ve been a
who found help at
both work and study,
Ridley “totally
social dancer
Kensington Dance
it was hard to find
embraced the
for a few years
Studio and the Pink
challenge of creating classes we were
and the desire to
Jukebox. “Fiona
both free for, but we
routines where we
compete snuck up on Millikin Walker, in
always found a way
swap the lead”,
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particular, has been
– and since we both
Williams. “When I
great – to get advice and also designed
love dancing so much,
found out about the
from a top competitor androgynous outfits
it was never a chore.”
to reflect their ethos.
Pink Jukebox Trophy is really lovely.”
Debuting at PJT
It was tricky fitting
(PJT), it all fell into
The relative size
was nerve-racking,
in extra lessons and
place. In 2014, my
of the same-sex
recalls Marie: “We
new year’s resolution ballroom world means practices, though
were worried about
Rachel’s new role as
was to find a partner freer communication
letting each other
and do our first comp between experienced a freelance dance
teacher should make down. But even
by the end of the
and novice
when we ended
year – and I kept it!”
competitors, observes it easier in future.
up facing different
Patricia relates a
Joanne debuted
Mary White, who
ways in the jive, we
similar experience
with Patricia Macleod began competing
were able to laugh
in the run-up to their
in the Rivoli’s Fun
in 2011. “Dancers
– we take dancing
first competition:
Competition “and
are happy to share
we were hooked,”
information about
recalls Patricia,
clothes, travel,
who’d admired the
teachers and so on.”
A class competitors
Finding the right
and wondered if she partner is vital, as
could ever reach
well as deciding on
that level. “I’m still
shared goals, believes
wondering! But
Rachel Sparks. She
having a competition and Marie Eisenhardt,
as a tangible goal
who first spotted
motivates me to work Rachel in a video
on my technique.”
online, discussed
Support from
their priorities and
teachers and other
established that they
dancers is vital when both wanted to lead
Patricia Macleod and
transitioning from
and follow. “It’s a key
Joanne Williams after
winning the starter ballroom
social to competitive, element of why we
and Latin at PJT
notes Joanne,
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seriously, but we
don’t take ourselves
too seriously. Saying
that, we were very
surprised and happy
with our result:
winning B Latin.”
“Once the music
started, I forgot
the nerves and just
tried to dance our
routines as well as I
could,” says Mary of
her first competition.
Patricia recalls a
challenge to their
composure: “The
look of panic when
Joanne’s shoe broke
during our quickstep
is one I won’t forget
for some time! But
the atmosphere was
buzzing, and we
came out the other
end determined
to do it again.”

A

ll look forward
to this
month’s Stockholm
EuroGames and
upcoming PJTs, but
with the latter the
only current highlevel British comp,
future plans will
likely involve trips
abroad. However,
Patricia hopes for
a re-emergence
of the Blackpool
same-sex festival.
“I’m from Lancashire
and would absolutely
love to compete in
my home county,
and for my family to
see us in action.”
Mary hopes
for more regional
development.
“Experiencing the
fabulous, unique
atmosphere of the

PJT encourages
people to think about
competing, but they
need local support
to take it one step
further and try it for
themselves.” She
also notes there are
challenges, such as
finding a partner with
a similar commitment
level and cost of
lessons, practice
spaces, dancewear
and travel.
She urges
interested dancers
to try the Fun
Competition and join
the UKSSDC, which
has a dedicated
partner search.
Joanne adds: “Tell
your teachers, friends
and event organisers
if you’re looking for
a partner and people
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will match-make.”
She agrees the
starter competition is
key, as is maintaining
a strong social scene
and welcoming
newcomers. “I
sometimes find
competitor spaces
intimidating, and
a friendly smile
or comment can
really help you
feel at ease,”
agrees Patricia.
Most important,
“stay true to your
principles,” advises
Marie. “It’s all
about the two of
you expressing
yourselves.” Rachel,
who’d like to see
the same-sex world
encouraging more
diversity and younger
people, warns
against focusing
purely on results
and comparing to
others. “If you worry
about failing, that
can get in the way
of trying something
new, so dance for
the joy of it. Dance
from the heart.” ●
The next UK Fun
Competition is
on October 3
(www.fun
competition.
co.uk).
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